Fast Facts on Synthetic Marijuana

**CNRA’s addiction medicine expert Dr. Michael Weaver shares what we know (and don’t know) about these dangerous drugs.**

**Who uses it?**

Synthetic marijuana (SM) use is most prevalent among young adults, primarily male, single, in their 20’s, but ranging from teens to 40 years old. In general, this population has lower levels of education and income. SM use may be higher among regular marijuana users, university students, and dance club attendees. Among high school seniors, annual prevalence of SM use was 11% in 2011 and 2012, but dropped to 8% in 2013, and remains more prevalent than any illicit drug except marijuana.

**What is it?**

The primary chemical in marijuana is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which has effects throughout the human body, especially the brain. Compared to THC, chemicals in SM are often more potent and may last longer, which can lead to greater toxicity. SMs were originally synthesized for research purposes in different university laboratories. SM products used recreationally include mixtures of different SM compounds sprayed on plant matter of unknown content to resemble potpourri or incense. There is substantial variability in product composition and wide concentration ranges for SM, which adds to the risk of toxicity.

SM packaging is colorful and attractive, with enticing names for the products, that attract younger individuals to try them. The term “Spice” is now generally applied to all products containing SM, regardless of branding. SM is primarily smoked, such as a joint, bowl, or waterpipe, although it can be consumed orally or intranasally. Acute effects are similar to marijuana, including alteration in mood, bloodshot eyes, and rapid heart rate. Effects are reported to start within 10 minutes after inhalation, and most effects resolve after 2-6 hours. Some regular users of marijuana may use SM as a substitute to relieve marijuana withdrawal symptoms.

**What are the side effects?**

Commonly reported side effects include dry mouth, lightheadedness, and headache. Other unwanted-
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Among CNRA’s principal activities are education and dissemination of scientific information. Recently, our Center was honored to participate in the UT Health Annual Public Forum hosted by the Neuroscience Research Center (NRC). Aptly named “The Brain on Drugs,” the free event on Saturday, April 11, drew an audience of over 200 people interested in learning about the health effects and consequences of drug abuse and addiction. Panelists included Doctors Michael Weaver, CNRA Medical Director; Scott Lane, CNRA Neurobehavioral Laboratory Director; and Dawnelle Schatte, Child Psychiatry Clinic Co-Director at Baylor College of Medicine. As moderator, I posed questions and facilitated discussion on topics including drug use in adolescents, addiction and comorbid mental illness, prescription drug abuse, and effective medication and behavioral treatments for addiction. Much of the discussion focused on the current concern over the rise in synthetic marijuana use among teens – how this so-called “fake weed” mimics the effects of cannabis in the brain but with greater potency and toxicity, leading to record numbers of emergency room visits for treatment of life-threatening overdose symptoms. In response to the outpouring of interest, this issue of CNRA Connections includes a feature story by Dr. Weaver on the public health risk of synthetic marijuana. Thanks again to the UTHealth NRC for this valuable opportunity to raise public awareness about addiction and our research at the CNRA.

Below are photos from the Annual Public Forum, courtesy of Dwight C. Andrews, UTHealth Office of Communications (also available on facebook.com/UTH ealthNRC).
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ed negative physiological effects include sweating, tremors, and shortness of breath. Rapid heart rate is common with SM use—similar to marijuana—and may be severe, along with high blood pressure and chest pain. Adverse psychological effects are common with SM, and may include anxiety, trouble thinking clearly, agitation, paranoia, and delusions. Reports indicate that SM can cause acute psychosis—which appears more likely in users with family history of psychosis—as well as worsen preexisting chronic psychotic disorders. Psychotic symptoms can persist for a significant time, from one week to five months. Severe SM toxicity requiring emergency treatment has included seizures, acute kidney failure, and heart attack. Deaths have been reported with SM due to heart attack and suicide.

There are no studies of long-term effects of SM. Smoking SM results in inhalation of burned unidentified plant material, which may have adverse effects on the lungs. At least one SM compound may potentially cause cancer.

**WHY IS SM A GROWING PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERN?**

There has been a dramatic increase in the number of SM-related emergency department (ED) visits in the United States over recent years. According to the Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN), a public health surveillance system that monitors drug-related ED visits in the United States, there were approximately 11,406 ED visits linked to SM in 2010. Compare that rate to the year 2011, when DAWN reported an estimated 28,531 ED visits linked to SM. While the age distribution of ED visits is not surprising, it is quite concerning. Rates are highest among younger age groups. For patients aged 12 to 17, the rate of ED visits doubled and for patients aged 18 to 20, ED visits increased fourfold. As shown in the figure, among the younger age groups (12-20 years old) ED visits for SM (55%) far exceed ED visits for marijuana (26%). About 12% of the SM-related ED visits result in admission to the hospital.

**CAN SM BE DETECTED?**

Urine or serum toxicology screens are unable to detect all of the SM that have been synthesized, posing a major diagnostic and monitoring challenge for clinicians. Although laboratory testing is expanding, widespread standardized SM testing is not yet available in most clinical practice settings and laboratories. Individuals frequently report that the lack of detection on standard urine drug screening tests is a reason for SM use. For example, populations on criminal justice probation may use SM to evade detection by probation officers. Since SMs are not detected by routine drug screens, healthcare providers relying solely on laboratory testing may be misled to believe that illicit drugs have not been used. Conversely, the presence of routinely detectable illicit substances does not rule out the presence of SMs, since polysubstance use is typical in this population.

Clinicians should consider direct inquiry about SM use, particularly among young adults presenting for acute medical care with signs or...
symptoms that could indicate toxicity. It is helpful for clinicians to ask about specific products by name, or perhaps “synthetics” in general, since patients may not be aware of designations used by medical personnel, or of different street names for similar products. Follow-up questions should be asked about frequency, patterns of use, and other effects.

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS OF USAGE?

Clinical clues may help identify SM use. Bloodshot eyes are an indicator of SM intoxication, as well as marijuana. Some patients presenting for emergency treatment may still have the package that contained the SM. This can be examined for possible identification of common “brand” names, and potentially any remaining content can be sent to a laboratory for analysis. Internet web sites may be helpful for identification of specific substances ingested due to their rapidly changing appearance. The presence of paraphernalia such as a pipe for smoking could indicate SM use, and a strong smell of perfume or cologne may be an attempt to mask the smell of recent smoking.

HOW ARE THE SYMPTOMS MANAGED?

No specific antidotes are available for SM toxicity. Most non-psychiatric symptoms appear self-limited and resolve within one to several days with supportive treatment. Unpleasant psychological effects of acute intoxication, such as anxiety, agitation, or paranoia may be managed with supportive treatment. Placing the distraught user in a quiet environment and maintaining gentle contact is often sufficient until the acute effects subside. Psychosis due to SM intoxication has been managed with monitored observation. Sedation may be required if the patient is markedly agitated and at risk for harm to self or staff. If psychiatric symptoms persist longer than one or more weeks after discontinuation, the patient should be evaluated carefully to determine whether he or she has a co-occurring primary psychiatric disorder, which then should be treated with specific therapy.

Abrupt discontinuation of SM could result in withdrawal symptoms such as nausea and irritability, similar to that with marijuana cessation. However, SM withdrawal is not life-threatening, although uncomfortable.

Community Awareness

Dr. Michael Weaver presented on Medication Assisted Therapies at the Houston-Harris County Office of Drug Policy 6th Annual Community Drug Awareness Day. He also participated as a panelist and speaker at the Prevention Resource Center’s Summit on Synthetic Marijuana (photos below).
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Clinical Corner

Secondhand Drinking

Author and national keynote speaker Lisa Frederiksen discusses the adverse impacts that drinking behaviors have on others.

What is secondhand drinking (SHD)?

It refers to the negative impacts of a person’s drinking behaviors on others. Drinking behaviors include:

- Verbal, physical, emotional abuse, and neglect;
- Unplanned, unwanted sex or sexual assault;
- Driving while impaired;
- Creating a safety risk or productivity burden for co-workers when reporting to work hung-over;
- Being so drunk and not aware of one’s surroundings or actions, always putting sober friends and family in the role of protector or monitor;
- Routinely passing out at night, leaving the rest of the family to continue the nighttime routine without help or company.

Drinking behaviors are the unintentional (assuming the person doesn’t behave this way when sober) behaviors a person exhibits as a result of the brain changes caused by the ethyl alcohol chemical in alcoholic beverages interrupting the chemical portion of the brain’s electro-chemical signaling process. This interruption changes brain function, which in turn changes what a person thinks, feels, says and does.

Drinking behaviors occur with a variety of drinking patterns, including: binge drinking, heavy social drinking, alcohol abuse and alcoholism. Collectively these are known as alcohol misuse.

Why the term?

We have been talking “around” the symptoms and causes of secondhand drinking for ages. We use concepts and terms, such as:

- Codependency, Enabling in addiction treatment and recovery circles.
- Absenteeism, Lost Productivity, Safety Risks, Health Care Costs, Employee Wellness in the workplace.
- Mental Illness, Physical and Emotional Health Diagnoses in our visits with doctors.

But these concepts and terms only address the symptoms of the underlying cause – another person’s cigarette smoke.

Thus using the common term, secondhand drinking, we can help people affected by it understand what they need to do to change their situations.

Why is secondhand drinking a serious concern?

SHD directly affects 90 million Americans (the moms, dads, husbands, wives, children) and can affect up to 40% of an agency or company’s workforce. It indirectly affects millions more (in-laws, co-workers, classmates and the community at large).

The primary cause of SHD’s impacts on a person is its connection to stress. Coping with drinking behaviors triggers the fight-or-flight stress response system (FFSRS) centered in the limbic system, the “reactionary” part of the brain.

The FFSRS prepares a person to fight or run when faced with physical danger and causes a number of physiological changes to occur, for example, blood vessels to the skin to constrict to lessen blood loss in the event of injury; the digestive system shuts down to conserve glucose needed for energy to run or fight; and heart rate increases to push blood flow to large muscles to...
allow a person to run more quickly or fight.

The FFSRS can lead to dysregulation of the cerebral cortex (the thinking part of the brain) so that a person reacts immediately without considering the options when confronted with physical danger. As a result, the brain “maps” the reaction (fight or flight) that kept the person safe. This map becomes a person’s default reaction the next time a similar triggering event occurs. This worked “back in the day,” when about the only immediate danger early man faced was physical danger.

Today, however, the FFSRS is more often than not triggered by anything but physical danger – emotional cues, for example, such as fear or anger, or thoughts or memories or worry.

Ongoing coping with SHD causes ongoing activation of the FFSRS. This in turn can cause a person to experience psychological and physical problems that interfere with school, work, family and relationships. These impacts include: stomach ailments, sleep disorders, migraines, headaches, changes in eating habits, dizziness, distracted “thinking,” depression, anxiety, memory impairment, heart disease, digestive problems, constant worry.

A person chronically exposed to SHD wires in brain maps around the reactionary coping skills that kept them safe. These can include: yelling, crying or physically or verbally lashing out in anger; shutting down emotionally when in conflict or facing an angry person; working hard to please others; being hyper-aware of others’ feelings or actions and adjusting one’s own accordingly; or withdrawing from family, friends or activities out of embarrassment over the drinking behaviors.

These same general concepts apply to the negative impacts a person’s drug misuse behaviors have on others, for which the term is Secondhand Drugging.

Is there a way to reduce the risk that someone will experience secondhand drinking effects?

Absolutely. When we help people understand the impacts (i.e., SHD-related stress), the cause (i.e., alcohol misuse) and the remedies (i.e., brain health and wellness tools – not discussed in this article), we help people avoid, protect themselves and change how they cope. We also help people who cause SHD to change drinking patterns.
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Inside the CNRA

The CNRA currently has three ongoing studies of treatment for substance use disorders.

- Clinical Trial of Citalopram in Cocaine Dependence
- Cognitive-enhancing Dopamine Medications for Cocaine Dependence
- Treatment of Integrated Posttraumatic Stress and Substance Use

CNRA Program Features:

- No Cost Treatment
- 100% confidential
- Medical & Behavioral Treatments
- Experienced and Professional Staff
- A Safe and Clean Atmosphere
- Free Parking and Metro Tickets
- Financial Compensation for Research Participation
- Funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)

Appointments:
713-500-DRUG (3784)

Clinic Hours:
Monday – Friday 7:30-4:00

Behavioral and Biomedical Sciences Building
1941 East Road
Houston Texas 77054

https://med.uth.edu/psychiatry/research/addiction/